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ABSTRACT 
 
  The coexistence of a wide range of services with different quality of service (QoS) 
requirements in today’s networks makes the efficient use of resources a major issue. It is 
desirable to improve network efficiency by adaptively assigning resources to services that 
have different bandwidth demands. Implementing Broadband Integrated Services Digital 
Networks (B-ISDN) therefore requires a network control scheme that can handle bursty traffic 
with unexpected fluctuations. The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology provides 
this flexibility by virtualizing network resources through the use of the virtual path (VP) 
concept. In this study, a method for designing a VP-based ATM network is proposed. The 
developed heuristic design algorithm applies VP routing and separation techniques to 
minimize the maximum link utilization under processing delay constraints. Each link is 
assigned a weight that reflects its current utilization. Using these weights, the VPs on highly 
utilized links are rerouted to less congested physical paths. The algorithm makes use of the 
equivalent bandwidth concept, which provides an efficient method to estimate capacity 
requirements of connection requests such that QoS requirements are met. The quality of the 
solutions achieved by the proposed method is compared to several competitors under varying 
network topologies and traffic conditions. The observations on the algorithm performance 
show that the developed method is able to facilitate an efficient use of network resources 
through the introduction of VPs. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
  A substantial amount of research effort in communication network engineering has 
been spent on service integration during recent years. The future telecommunications network 
should provide basic communications capabilities in an application-independent fashion. 
Various new information services with different quality of service (QoS) requirements have to 
be handled in the most efficient and economical way possible while traditional ones are kept 
maintained [1]. The network should also be able to evolve to meet unknown future demands 
for increased flexibility, capacity, and reliability [2]. Broadband Integrated Services Digital 
Networks (B-ISDN) support a wide range of applications with different QoS requirements in 
a flexible and cost-effective manner. The goal of B-ISDN is to define a user interface and 
network that meets varied requirements of these applications. The Asynchronous Transfer 
Mode (ATM) provides the required flexibility for supporting heterogeneous services in a B-
ISDN environment [3]. 
 
  Very large capacity fiber-optic transmission technologies have significantly reduced 
the transmission cost portion of the total network cost, making the node cost relatively high. 
This leads to the conclusion that the total network cost would be reduced most effectively by 
node cost reduction. Simplification of network architecture and node processing is the key to 
developing a cost-effective, flexible network. This will be possible by implementing the 
virtual path (VP) concept. The fundamental advantage of this concept is that it allows the 
grouping of individual connections, also known as virtual circuits (VC), sharing common 
paths through the network to be handled and switched together as a single unit. Network 
management actions can then be applied to a small number of groups of connections instead 
of a large number of individual connections,  resulting in smaller total processing 
requirements, faster processing per VC, and in general, a significantly better use of network 
resources. More than 90 % of processing time can be saved when VCs are routed on VPs 
rather than processed individually [4]. 
 
  By reserving capacity on VPs, VC connections can be established quickly and 
simply. Transit nodes are free from the routing and bandwidth allocation procedures of call 
setup. This effectively reduces the processing loads of the transit nodes and leads to low cost 
node construction. However, reserving capacity in anticipation of expected traffic introduces 
the problem of decreased capacity sharing, i.e. a VP cannot exploit redundant capacity on 
another VP, and capacity segmentation occurs. Consequently, a vailable transmission 
bandwidth is underutilized, the network throughput is decreased, and the total call blocking 
rate is increased [5]. Hence, the development of an efficient means of dynamically changing 
the VP bandwidth is essential to achieve high utilization of network sources. Adaptation to 
changes in traffic conditions can be provided by rearrangement of the bandwidth allocated to 
VPs [6]. When the connections on one VP increase, unused link capacity is assigned to the 
busy VP. This is made possible by the statistical sharing of transmission facilities among VPs. 
Thus, transmission efficiency is improved because each VP in the link is well utilized. The 
VP bandwidth can be set at the smallest value needed for containing the VCs. Capacity 
allocations and reallocations to VPs can be effectively handled with the help of the bandwidth 
data stored in the control processor of the end nodes and a central VP routing table containing 
VP paths and bandwidth allocations. The VP bandwidth can initially be set at the smallest 
value needed for containing the VCs. They can then be varied by merely modifying the 
bandwidth information at the control processor and the routing table without accessing the 
switches or the transit nodes. Although this control may increase t he processing load, the 
advantage in reduced node processing is expected to be maintained by changing the   3
bandwidth less frequently than call setup and clearance [5]. However, the problem of 
determining the VPs in the network and their bandwidth allocation has not been satisfactorily 
addressed in the literature [6]. 
 
  To identify the key characteristics of VP routing and capacity allocation, some 
performance issues affected by the design of a VP network have to be considered. A good VP 
layout is characterized by achieving a good performance trade-off among them [7]. 
 
(A) The number of VPs used for routing a VC (termed VP hop count) should be small in 
order to reduce the VC setup complexity introduced by bandwidth allocations and 
changes in the VC routing tables. 
(B) The chosen route for a VC should be short in terms of the number of physical links it 
uses, or in terms of propagation delay, to efficiently utilize the communication network. 
(C) The number of VCs handled by a VP should be small to keep the number of occupied 
entries in the VP routing tables (termed the load on the table) low. 
(D) The number of VPs that share any link should be small so that if a link is disconnected, 
the number of VPs that need to be rerouted in order to by-pass the faulty link is small. 
 
  The p urpose of this study is to develop a method of VP routing and bandwidth 
allocation in ATM networks. The proposed method applies dynamic capacity control in order 
to meet QoS requirements such as limited delay and bounded cell loss probability. It also tries 
to distribute the network traffic as evenly as possible, since a balanced traffic load helps: (a) 
limiting the effect of link failures; (b) decreasing the chance of link saturation; (c) increasing 
the network robustness. As a result, the method can facilitate an efficient use of the network 
resources. This study is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides a literature survey on VP 
network design goals and strategies, introduces the network model, and formulates the 
constrained optimization problem. In Chapter 3, the VP routing algorithm, its phases and key 
functions are described. Chapter 4 presents computational experiments, results, and comments 
on the algorithm performance. Finally, a summary, conclusions and subjects for further work 
are given in Chapter 5. 
 
 
2.  PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
  The use of VPs improves the network performance in terms of call setup, cell-
processing time, adaptability to variations in traffic, and administration. However, VP routing 
and capacity allocation issues have to be handled with great care in order to keep the negative 
effects of using VPs on capacity sharing, call blocking, processing load, and throughput at an 
acceptable level. An efficient method has to be developed so that a high quality VP layout 
design can be achieved. This study proposes a general model to exploit the benefits of the VP 
concept by trying to design a VP network that minimizes the selected cost function and meets 
the QoS requirements. 
 
2.1.  Review of Design Objectives 
 
  All VP routing and capacity allocation algorithms can be examined in two major 
categories, namely “synchronous” and “asynchronous”. Synchronous algorithms update the 
VP capacity in real-time based on the observed demand for call establishment. The bandwidth 
of VPs can be expanded or contracted upon call arrival or departure. Asynchronous 
algorithms maintain a fixed VP distribution for a time period referred to as the update   4
interval. The VP distribution and capacity allocation policy is computed at the beginning of 
the period and remains fixed during that period. Asynchronous algorithms can be further 
divided into two types, “centralized” and “distributed”. Centralized algorithms run in one 
location and require the collection of up-to-date information from all network nodes, while 
distributed algorithms run in every network switch and information is passed along between 
neighboring nodes. Centralized implementations employ a central route server, which is "all 
knowing" and stores the topology and resource profile of the network. Switches store local 
copies of the database for local switching and forward requests that are unknown to the local 
database to the server. Updates to the topology are first installed on the server and then 
distributed via routing table downloads. Changes in the QoS capacity of a link due to the 
increase in traffic, as well as local link outages, must be first propagated to the route server 
and then sent to all the switches. Distributed routing algorithms are generally more complex 
than centralized ones, and in terms of resource usage, they offer a suboptimal solution to the 
problem. However, their implementations are far more scalable. 
 
  Algorithms can also be categorized by the objective (i.e. cost) function employed in 
the process of VP routing and capacity assignment.  If the objective of the VP distribution 
problem is to achieve a satisfactory network throughput and guarantee QoS at the call level, it 
is logical to include the call blocking rates in the cost function. The call-blocking rate is 
determined as the probability that a call for a new connection is rejected because not enough 
resources can be found to guarantee QoS of all existing connections and the new one. On the 
other hand, by incorporating the total rejected bandwidth demand in the cost function, the 
total carried capacity in the network is maximized. This has some advantages because the call 
blocking rates, which are non-linear functions of the VP capacities, do not participate in the 
cost function, and the optimization problem becomes more tractable. 
 
  The network topology is modeled by a directed graph G = (V, E), where V is the set 
of nodes and E is the set of links. It is assumed that  G is strongly connected, i.e. there is a 
directed path between all node pairs [4, 8, 9, 10, 11]. A VP is defined by a starting node and 
an ending node, a directed route between these nodes, and a capacity assigned to this 
connection. The starting and ending nodes of a VP are called VP terminators. The capacity, 
also referred to as demand or bandwidth, expresses the fact that a given portion of the 
transmission capacity is reserved for the VP to serve the traffic demand brought about it. 
Sometimes it is assumed that the capacities are normalized to their maximum, that is, 
capacities are measured in relative units, which guarantees that their sum is one and do not 
exceed the total link capacity. This way, capacity can also be regarded as the fraction of 
bandwidth used by the VP on a unit capacity link [4, 8]. 
 
  A possible objective is minimizing the maximum VP blocking rate. If there are delay 
limitations, a constraint can be included to keep the average number of VPs traversed from 
source to destination below a given constant. After each change made in the VP assignments, 
a capacity allocation algorithm adds bandwidth to VPs used by the worst blocked traffic 
streams in order to improve the VP blocking probability [9]. A cost function based on the VP 
blocking probability for selecting the VP that gets a capacity increase is employed [12]. 
 
  Guaranteeing the timely delivery of messages is an important QoS requirement, 
especially in the domains of voice/video data transmission over a data network, and message 
communication in an embedded real-time system. The QoS guarantee on the delay bound and 
the delay variance is not possible without a network scheme that supports the timely and 
predictable delivery of messages. Given an ATM network, there are two issues to be   5
considered. These are laying out VPs, and selecting VC routes along which sufficient 
resources are reserved to meet the u ser-specified end-to-end delay requirements. The 
objective in this case is to ensure that each message of the VC will be delivered to its 
destination node with a time period satisfying the delay requirements for that VC, while not 
jeopardizing the QoS guarantees to other existing VCs. 
 
  In an attempt to design the VP-based ATM network, it can be required to consider a 
network topology and traffic pattern for minimizing a network construction cost while 
satisfying QoS requirements such as cell/call loss probabilities and cell delay times. After all 
the routes of VPs are temporarily established by means of the shortest paths, the network cost 
is minimized through the alteration of VP routes, and the separation of a single VP into 
several VPs. The effective bandwidth of each VP and the route of each VP are variables to be 
jointly determined to minimize the network construction cost. The network cost is minimized 
by eliminating unnecessary links. The minimum required bandwidth of each VP is found by 
utilizing an  equivalent bandwidth method under the constraint of cell loss probability at cell 
level. Since the equivalent bandwidth method does not take into account the delay times, 
however, the number of hops of every VP is restricted in determining its route [10, 11]. 
 
  Given the network topology, and the demand for VP capacity between specified pairs 
of nodes (VP terminators), one can choose VP routes connecting the terminators, such that the 
maximum link utilization is minimized. The load, or congestion, of a link is defined as the 
summed capacity of VPs traversing the link. The system of VPs is optimal if the maximum 
link utilization is the smallest possible. The motivation behind this objective is ATM 
realization in bandwidth restricted systems. A viable VP system depends on the value of the 
maximum link utilization that can be achieved, making the chosen objective a primary design 
consideration. From the networking point of view one can argue that if link capacities are 
designed to serve the average demand, represented by the expected value, then a solution with 
a small maximum link overload ratio will decrease link utilization. The actual route of a VP is 
selected randomly from the set of all possible shortest paths to make a more balanced load 
distribution and resource usage possible. In this context, each link is assigned a weight, and 
the shortest path is defined as a function of the weights of the links involved [1, 4, 8]. 
 
2.2.  Virtual Path Network Management Strategies 
 
  The resource management activities employed to facilitate VPs can be categorized by 
the time period on which they operate. Short-term strategies are for dynamically making 
minor or incremental changes to the VP topology or capacity assignments. They are also 
referred to as successive modifications that can be seen as attempts at adapting to small traffic 
variations and minor network failures. To ensure responsiveness, the algorithms used should 
obtain results quickly, even at the expense of optimality, and the changes should be minor in 
order to speed up the implementation phase. Furthermore, if modification decisions are made 
in a distributed manner, with local information and local objectives, changes can be made 
more quickly. Medium term strategies are for making more widespread modifications to the 
VP overlay network. This would be appropriate for traffic changes based on time of day and 
for recovering from moderate network failures. They are also called global modifications. It is 
assumed that they occur much less frequently than successive modifications. Problems 
formulated in terms of global modifications typically attempt to optimize some global control 
objective, involving a more complex, time-consuming algorithm. Since changes to the VP 
topology are network-wide, the time required to implement the changes increases. Due to the 
longer term and amount of information required for a global modification, centralized control   6
is considered a more attractive option than distributed control. Finally, long term strategies 
may be employed to design a general VP overlay network, to be used at startup or after major 
network upgrades. They are likely based on knowledge of the physical network and possibly 
estimates of traffic patterns. The nature of long-term strategies imposes few constraints on the 
algorithm complexity, since solutions need not be found quickly [13]. 
 
  Under the broad classification of these strategies, four basic VP management 
activities are discussed in the literature. 
 
(A) Capacity reallocation redistributes capacity on a fixed VP topology. 
(B) Topology reconfiguration establishes and tears down VPs within an existing VP 
topology. 
(C) Global configuration consists of capacity reallocation and topology reconfiguration in a 
network-wide scale. 
(D) Long-term planning derives a static or general set of VPs and initial or minimum capacity 
assignments for them. 
 
  Capacity allocation can be triggered: (a) on demand; (b) when some threshold of 
spare capacity is reached; (c) when performance monitoring indicates a need for reallocation; 
(d) when failures require transfer of capacity. The on-demand approach is used to trigger 
capacity increase on a set of VPs whenever a new connection cannot be accommodated [5]. In 
general, if capacities can be altered quickly enough, on-demand capacity allocation can lead 
to high network efficiency, as network resources are only reserved as needed. However, due 
to the overhead associated with a capacity allocation (i.e. processing, bandwidth table 
updates, possible scheduling changes), it may not be cost-effective to perform reallocations as 
frequently as connection setups. Additional capacity may be requested when the amount of 
unused capacity on a VP falls below some threshold value. This method attempts to react to 
traffic fluctuations before blocking occurs, with the advantage that connection setup need not 
be delayed. The disadvantage is a decrease in network efficiency, since VPs may be allocated 
more resources than they require. The capacity allocation algorithm can be invoked when 
performance degrades beyond some operating state in terms of monitored entities like 
capacity reservation, capacity usage, and blocked traffic on each VP terminator. Capacity 
assignments can also be computed for each VP based on call blocking probabilities [12, 14]. 
Implementing a capacity reallocation involves changing bandwidth tables used by the call 
admission control (CAC) algorithm, as well as the parameters of any policing and shaping 
algorithm that may be applied per VP. 
 
  The design goal of a topology reconfiguration is to decrease the a mount of 
processing at transit nodes. This is accomplished by providing shorter paths (i.e. direct routes) 
for source-destination pairs with high traffic demands. A centralized network management 
facility responds to network congestion by identifying congested pairs of nodes and initiating 
a topology reconfiguration. A basic approach is to attempt to reduce the overall VP hop count, 
which has a direct affect on VC setup. Usage patterns are monitored in order to learn which 
end-to-end paths become more heavily used so that the number of VP hops can be decreased 
for these paths. At given intervals, the VP layout is reassessed to determine whether or not VP 
additions and removals would be beneficial. The first phase in implementing a topology 
change is to place the new VPs in the affected routing tables. Then a VP setup policy 
determines when these VPs should become usable, that is, when capacity can be allocated to 
the new VPs and the CAC and route selection algorithms are made aware of them. The second   7
phase of implementation is to terminate or reroute VCs from the old VPs onto the new ones. 
The third phase is to tear down the old VPs [13]. 
 
  Global reconfiguration is useful when modifications are periodically made based on 
anticipated traffic conditions (e.g. hourly or daily [12, 14]). It is also useful in facilitating 
recovery from component failure. Global capacity reallocations can be made (without 
accompanying topology changes) when the observed call blocking probability exceeds some 
threshold [15]. The provision of multiple VPs to enhance connectivity and improve fault 
tolerance, the limitation of the number of VP hops allowed on a route to reduce the processing 
costs, and the improvement of multiplexing gain to reduce costs are some of the main issues 
that have been addressed in the literature [5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15]. The capacity allocation 
problem generally focuses on performance, that is, minimizing the VC blocking rate or 
maximizing the carried load. Network adaptability is affected by capacity allocation decisions 
because traffic conditions can change in unexpected ways. A good allocation of capacity 
should also allow successive reallocations to be made quickly, and therefore allow more 
effective adaptation of traffic. For instance, if some capacity on each link is left unassigned 
(i.e. in a free pool), a capacity increase on one VP can be performed without an accompanying 
capacity decrease on another VP. Solutions to the global reconfiguration problem typically 
involve finding both a VP topology and the capacity allocations for a given traffic scenario, as 
well as possibly assigning routes for the VCs. Although major changes to the overlay network 
may take place on a time interval of weeks or months, these changes should be transparent to 
users in order to meet the requirements of the service providers and their customers [13]. 
 
  It may be wise to establish a permanent set of VPs that will ensure connectivity 
regardless of the successive and global modifications that take place. A general VP topology 
that meets certain criteria, such as connectivity and flexibility, may be better suited to a 
dynamic setting than an optimized topology based on a specific traffic scenario. While the 
goal of global and successive modifications is often optimizing performance for such a 
scenario, the design of a general or static overlay network may be more concerned with 
limiting worst-case performance for any traffic pattern, and offering flexibility so that 
subsequent global or successive modifications (adapting to traffic variations) are easily made. 
Besides providing a static set of VPs, the network could also assign a static minimum capacity 
to these VPs (or, in fact, to any VP in the network). Each VP is assigned an initial reserved 
bandwidth, which also serves as its minimum bandwidth [13]. 
 
2.3.  Mathematical Formulation of the Optimization Problem 
 
  The physical network topology with its nodes, links and link capacities provides the 
first set of input parameters of the VP routing problem. The other input is the traffic demand 
matrix in terms of capacities for all node pairs. Given these parameters, the proposed design 
model should provide the set of VPs with their routes, i.e. start, intermediate, and end nodes 
with allocated capacities. It is also the task of the model to determine the combination of VPs 
to be assigned in order to route the VCs. All nodes can be the source or the destination of the 
network traffic. The network links are unidirectional. The physical lengths of links are not 
modeled. These assumptions on the node characteristics are adopted in order to provide an 
unrestricted solution space for the VP routing problem. VPs are assumed to be unidirectional 
logical links, which can be established between any two nodes of the network. VPs are 
assumed to have deterministic bandwidths that are not subject to statistical multiplexing with 
cells from different VPs. Statistical multiplexing between VCs within the same VP is allowed.   8
All VCs are routed entirely on VPs, i.e. there are no individual VCs carrying traffic without 
being assigned to a VP. Table 1 gives the notation used in this study. 
 
 
Table 1. Mathematical Notation. 
 
Symbol  Explanation 
bk  Mean of the burst period of the k
th connection on a VP 
C  Set of all VCs 
Cij  Set of all VCs passing through lij 
cij  VC with source-destination pair i and j, (i,j ˛ V) 
c’k  Equivalent capacity of the k
th connection in isolation on a VP 
C’  Equivalent capacity of n connections multiplexed on a VP 
C’(F)  Fluid-flow approximation to C’ 
C’(S)  Stationary approximation to C’ 
dij  Physical capacity of lij 
E  Set of all network links 
h  Maximum number of VP hops 
lij  Link connecting adjacent nodes i and j, (i,j ˛ V), (lij ˛ E) 
m  Mean aggregate bit rate of n connections multiplexed on a VP 
mk  Mean of the bit rate of the k
th connection on a VP 
n  Number of multiplexed connections on a VP 
P  Set of all VPs 
Pij  Set of all VPs passing through lij 
pij  VP with source-destination pair i and j, (i,j ˛ V) 
Rpeak,k  Peak rate of the k
th connection on a VP 
tij  Traffic demand of a VC cij 
uij  Link utilization of lij 
V  Set of all network nodes 
x  Buffer size of the sources 
b  Connection characteristics parameter 
s
2  Variance of the aggregate bit rate of n connections multiplexed on a VP 
sk
2  Variance of the peak rate of the k
th connection on a VP 
e  Maximum cell loss probability (buffer overflow probability) 
rk  Source utilization (fraction of active time of the k
th connection on a VP) 
 
 
  The objective function to be minimized is the maximum link utilization of the 
network. This is an important aspect in the design and routing of VPs, since a homogenous 
distribution of the link utilization, together with dynamic VP bandwidth control, absorb the 
effects of traffic imbalances in the network. This effectively improves throughput and the 
robustness of the network against unexpected traffic conditions [12]. It is obvious that ATM 
network operation should be robust and flexible enough to overcome the problem of diverse 
QoS requirements, rather than being optimal for one situation but inflexible for others [16]. 
The minimization of the maximum link utilization helps the network meet the QoS 
requirements by providing it the necessary robustness and flexibility. By allowing more than 
one VPs with the same endpoints, the proposed model can cope with reliability issues [6] and 
also support multiple service classes. For the sake of simplicity, however, only one class of 
service is presented in the study. The objective function can be formulated as: 
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  With increasing user access speeds, such as 45 or 155 Mbps, it does not take too 
many connections to saturate a link that works in the gigabit range. Even in the hypothetical 
case of practically unlimited bandwidth, it is important to distribute traffic in a  way that 
reduces the maximum link utilization in order to increase network robustness. Clearly, the 
higher the maximum load on any specific link in the network, the more catastrophic may be 
the effect of the failure of a link carrying a potentially very large number of connections [4]. 
 
  The cell loss probability is a requirement to be satisfied in the design of the VP 
layout and represents the QoS constraints in ATM networks. Principal characteristics of 
multimedia ATM leased line services provide guaranteed QoS with an end-to-end cell loss 
rate of at most 10
-8. This cell loss rate is guaranteed even while ensuring statistical 
multiplexing gain for VPs. Thus, when VP connections are accepted, guaranteed QoS is 
provided and network reactive congestion schemes are not required for VPs. Conservation of 
the cell loss rate is one of the basic requirements for a good VP accommodation design [17]. 
In this study, the terms cell loss and buffer overflow are used interchangeably and in order to 
keep their probability below a given value, the equivalent capacity concept is applied. The 
cell loss probability is a critical QoS constraint. It is easily converted to capacity requirements 
and, under certain assumptions, provides a basis for satisfying call blocking constraints with a 
classical Erlang-B formula [10, 11]. 
 
  One of the essential QoS requirements in ATM networks is the delay constraint on 
the delivery of cells. Since connection setup takes significantly more time than cell 
transmission, the processing of connection requests at intermediate nodes is a major delay 
factor. In other words, the network experiences larger delay times as the number of nodes 
taking part in the connection routing process increases. ATM networks facilitate the rapid 
movement of cell streams through the effective use of VPs, keeping intermediate node 
functions to a minimum [18]. Only VP switching nodes are involved in the connection setup 
process if connections are routed entirely on VPs. Therefore, the delay experienced by a VC 
can be limited by restricting the number of VPs traversed by that VC. In order to represent the 
delay restrictions on the connections, the maximum number of VPs that a connection is 
allowed to traverse is limited by the “VP hop count” parameter h. In this study, to reduce the 
complexity of the constrained optimization problem, connections are routed over paths 
consisting of at most 2 VPs, i.e. h ￿ 2 [10, 11, 16, 19, 20]. Thus, VCs do not experience more 
than 1 VP switching process (and delay) on their routes. The choice of a maximum of 2 VP 
hops comes from a basic similarity with circuit-switched metropolitan networks such as 
telephone systems, suggesting that the knowledge and experience gained with the design and 
operation of the latter should be useful for ATM networks [21]. Once the model is 
implemented in its relatively simpler form, it can easily be improved to handle more general 
cases by modifying the route search procedure, which is explained in Chapter 3, to look for 
more than 1 pivot nodes for intermediate VP s witching points. As a result,  h can be 
determined according to network conditions such as Internet-like schemes, in which routes 
may use many VPs. 
 
  Because of the statistical multiplexing of connections and shared buffering points in 
the network, capacity reservation is based on some aggregate statistical measures matching 
the overall traffic demand rather than on physically dedicated bandwidth or buffer space per 
connection. When connections are statistically multiplexed, their aggregate statistical 
behavior differs from their individual statistical representation. Therefore, new metrics are 
needed to represent the effective bandwidth requirement of an individual connection as well   10
as the total effective bandwidth requirement of connections multiplexed on  each link. The 
purpose of the equivalent capacity expression is to provide a unified metric to represent the 
effective bandwidth of a connection as well as the effective aggregated load on network links 
at any given time [22]. 
 
2.4.  Equivalent Bandwidth 
 
  The equivalent bandwidth of a set of VCs multiplexed on a VP is defined as the 
amount of bandwidth required to achieve a desired QoS. In order to characterize the 
equivalent bandwidth or effective bit rate of VCs in terms of known parameters, an 
appropriate model such as the statistical characteristics of the VPs at cell level is needed [10, 
11]. This model defines the general traffic structure of the network in terms of the peak rate 
and the duration of each connection, from which then the equivalent bandwidth necessary to 
statistically satisfy the QoS requirements is derived. The equivalent bandwidth is computed 
from the combination of two different approaches, one based on a fluid-flow model, and the 
other on an approximation of the stationary bit rate distribution. These two approaches have 
been selected because they complement each other, capturing different aspects of the behavior 
of multiplexed connections, while remaining computationally simple [22]. 
 
  In order to characterize the effective bit rate of a connection, a two-state fluid-flow 
model is adopted, where a source is either in an “idle state”, transmitting at zero bit rate, or in 
a “burst state”, transmitting at its peak rate. Based on this two-state fluid-flow model, idle and 
burst periods are defined to be the times during which the source is idle or active, respectively 
[6]. The peak rate of a connection Rpeak,k and distributions of idle and burst periods completely 
identify the traffic statistics of a connection. Assuming the parameters of a  connection are 
stationary, its peak rate Rpeak,k and utilization  rk, i.e. fraction of time the source is active, 
completely identify other quantities of interest such as mean  mk and variance sk
2 of the bit 
rate. For exponentially distributed burst and idle periods, the source is furthermore completely 
characterized by only three parameters, namely Rpeak,k, rk, and bk, where bk is the mean of the 
burst period [22]. 
 
  The equivalent capacity concept provides a unified metric for link utilization, which 
can t hen be used by network control functions such as routing and congestion control. 
Because of the “real-time” requirements of these functions, it is critical that the complexity of 
the equivalent capacity computation be kept as low as possible while still accounting for 
connection characteristics, existing network traffic, and desired QoS. Exact solutions are 
either intractable or, when available, incompatible with real-time requirements. Since the goal 
is to provide a simple while still reasonably accurate m etric to measure and compare link 
utilizations, approximations must be used [22]. 
 
  The first approximation, which is based on a fluid-flow model, accurately estimates 
the equivalent capacity when the impact of individual connection characteristics is critical. In 
such a model, the bit rate generated by a number of multiplexed connections is represented as 
a continuous flow of bits with intensity varying according to the state of an underlying 
continuous-time Markov chain. In the case of a single two-state Markov source, the capacity 
to be allocated to the associated connection in isolation has to be determined. Using the 
notation introduced earlier, a two-state Markov source is characterized by its peak rate Rpeak,k, 
utilization  rk, and mean burst period  bk. Assuming a buffer of finite size  x, the equation 
satisfied by the equivalent bandwidth for e (the desired QoS) is found to be of the form [22]: 
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  The equivalent capacity for a single source can then be obtained by solving for c’k in 
Equation 2.2. A natural simplification is available, as the term b can be shown to be typically 
close to 1 (in fact, always smaller). Approximating b by 1 in Equation 2.2 provides an explicit 
upper bound for c’k which, furthermore, is close to the exact value. The equivalent capacity 
associated with a single connection in isolation is then taken to be [22]: 
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where a = ln (1/e). Note that in the case of a continuous bit stream connection rk = 1 and bk = 
¥, and taking limits in Equation 2.3 yields the expected result c’k = Rpeak,k. 
 
  In the case of multiple superposed sources, the value of the equivalent capacity C’(F) 
given by the flow approximation for n multiplexed connections is defined by [22]: 
 
  C F c k
k
n
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= ￿
1
  (2.4) 
 
where c’k values are determined from Equation 2.3. 
 
  The simplifying assumption  b  @ 1 amounts to ignoring the effects of statistical 
multiplexing. In particular, unless the equivalent capacities of individual connections are 
themselves close to their mean bit rates, their sum is typically an overestimate of their 
equivalent capacity. Another approximation is, therefore, needed to accurately determine the 
required bandwidth allocation for cases in which statistical multiplexing is significant. 
Turning again to the case of n identical two-state Markov sources, b is significantly different 
from 1 when a number of connections with equivalent capacities much larger than their mean 
bit rates are multiplexed. This is essentially the case for connections with long burst periods 
and relatively low utilization. It is then reasonable to allocate enough bandwidth to make the 
probability of an overload condition equal to the desired buffer overflow probability. In 
particular, the value  C’(S) should be determined such that the cumulative tail probability 
beyond  C’(S) does not exceed  e. The value of  C’(S) can then be obtained from 
approximations for the inverse of the Gaussian distribution, which is given by [22]: 
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where m is the mean and s is the standard deviation of the aggregate bit rate. 
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  As both approximations overestimate the actual value of the equivalent capacity and 
are inaccurate for different ranges of connections characteristics, the equivalent capacity C’ is 
taken to be the minimum of C’(F) and C’(S) [22]. That is: 
 
  { } C C F C S ' min '( ), '( ) =   (2.7) 
 
  In summary, the problem can be formulated as follows. 
 
Given:  G, the physical network topology with nodes, links and link capacities; 
  C, the set of all VCs defined by Rpeak, the traffic demand; 
Minimize:  Maximum value of uij, the link utilization on any link lij; 
Subject to:  Cell loss probability £ e; 
  Number of VPs traversed by a VC £ h; 
Design Variables:  P, the set of all VPs defined by their routes and allocated capacities; 
  Route of each VC in terms of VPs. 
 
 
3.  HEURISTIC DESIGN ALGORITHM 
 
  In order to solve the complex optimization problem described above in a reasonable 
amount of time, the design algorithm is based on heuristics. It is a search algorithm looking 
for a high quality solution in the domain of valid VP assignments. The algorithm consists of 
initialization and optimization phases. In the former, a starting point is found which is a 
feasible solution, i.e. a valid VP network that satisfies the constraints. In the latter, 
incremental changes are made in the VP network that achieve a lower value for the objective 
function and satisfy the constraints, until no more improvement can be found. The pseudo-
code for the algorithm is given in Figure 1. 
 
 
Program: VP Design 
 
Phase 1: Initialization 
Compute equivalent bandwidths of all VCs; 
Create VPs for node pairs connected by direct links; 
Try to route all VCs over these VPs; 
Phase 2: Optimization 
Repeat 
  Sort remaining VCs in descending order of bandwidth; 
  For every VC in the list try to find the most idle alternate route; 
  Sort the physical links in descending order of utilization; 
  For every physical link in the list 
    Make a list of VPs on that link; 
    Repeat for every VP in the list 
      Try to find a better alternate route; 
    Until a VP is rerouted successfully or end of VP list; 
    If no VPs are rerouted then make a list of VCs on the same link; 
    Repeat for every VC in the list 
      Try to find a better alternate route; 
    Until a VC is rerouted successfully or end of VC list; 
Until no improvement can be achieved on any link; 
 
Figure 1. Pseudo-Code for the Heuristic Design Algorithm (HDA). 
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  There are two extreme cases that give boundaries on the range of possible solutions. 
 
(A) Each physical link is a VP. This case corresponds to maximum sharing. It yields the 
lowest call blocking probabilities for a fixed connection routing. However, it results in 
the maximum number of VPs along the path of a connection. 
(B) Each connection has its own VP from source to destination. This case corresponds to the 
minimum processing delay. Conversely, the link sharing is minimized. Each connection 
has its own capacity along the physical path. 
 
  Clearly, the design algorithm should be able to find a high quality solution between 
these extreme cases, i.e. a VP network design that balances link sharing, blocking 
probabilities, and processing cost in the best possible way. 
 
3.1.  Initialization Phase 
 
  In this phase, a set of VPs, P, is initialized by creating a VP pij on every physical link 
lij of the network under the following conditions: 
 
  0 > ij t , for all lij ˛ E  (3.1) 
 
  ij ij t d ‡ , for all lij ˛ E  (3.2) 
 
  The inequalities given in Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.2 imply that there is sufficient 
physical link capacity to accommodate the traffic demand between the nodes i and j. Every pij 
is assigned automatically to  cij carrying the traffic  tij, which requires a bandwidth  c’k 
determined by means of the equivalent bandwidth method for a single connection. The 
selection order of the VPs is irrelevant since there is no multiplexing of VCs on VPs or 
physical links yet. This initial VP layout where every physical link has a VP makes use of 
direct physical routes. 
 
  After this first step, the remaining VCs, i.e. the ones representing connection requests 
between nodes without a direct physical link from the source to the destination, are handled. 
For this purpose, the best combination of existing and / or new VPs, i.e. the idlest one in terms 
of link utilization, is sought after. At the end of the initialization phase, a feasible solution, i.e. 
a VP routing scheme in which all VCs are assigned to some combination of VPs without 
violating any of the constraints, should appear. If, however, some of the VCs are left 
unassigned, the algorithm proceeds with the optimization phase because these VCs might still 
get a chance to be assigned as a result of reallocations. 
 
3.2.  Optimization Phase 
 
  Once an initial VP layout is designed which serves all the VCs and satisfies the QoS 
requirements, it is time to start with the optimization activities. In this phase, the main 
concern is to reduce the link utilization on the most heavily loaded link  of the network by 
applying VP and VC movement activities. The algorithm also tries to reduce the congestion 
of other links, even if no improvement can be made on the worst loaded link at some point. 
These reallocations may lead to free bandwidth that can be used for reallocating VPs or VCs 
on the worst loaded link in later turns. 
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  In the optimization phase, the possibility of moving a VP from  Pij, the set of the VPs 
using lij, to other links is checked for every physical link lij. The aim of changing the physical 
route of a VP is the reduction of the link utilization uij of lij. The VP to be rerouted first is the 
one with the largest capacity. When the VP with the larger bandwidth is first moved to other 
links, the remaining capacities on these links become small. However, even in that case, there 
still remains a possibility that the VP with smaller bandwidth can be fit into those links. If the 
suitable alternate path cannot be found for that VP, the next VP with the largest capacity of 
the same link is checked. This procedure is repeated this way until all VPs from  Pij are 
checked. If the VP movement activity on the link  lij yields no result, then the VC movement 
activity begins on that link. The procedure has the same motivation as the VP movement 
activity, this time concerning VCs instead of VPs. In this procedure, one of the VCs using 
link lij, i.e. a VC from Cij, is separated to be rerouted over an alternate VP combination. The 
alternate VPs should have a less heavily loaded physical route and enough free bandwidth to 
accommodate the newly coming VC. This procedure is repeated this way until all VCs from 
Cij are checked. 
 
  The VP movement activity is prior to the VC movement activity because the 
statistical multiplexing gain implies that the total required bandwidth is increased when a 
single VP is separated into several VCs. On the other hand, the statistical multiplexing gain is 
not lost when a whole VP is rerouted. Separation of one or more VCs from a VP also requires 
equivalent bandwidth recalculations on the old and new routes, whereas there is no such need 
for VP movements. In the case where more than one of the alternate routes offer the same 
amount of improvement, use of existing VPs is always encouraged since it increases capacity 
sharing and decreases call blocking probabilities. The optimization activities are restarted 
whenever there is some improvement in any of the links utilization uij. If there are remaining 
VCs from the previous phase, the algorithm tries to route them first. Then the whole process 
is repeated. The optimization phase is terminated when an iteration is completed without an 
improvement for any link. 
 
3.3.  Key Procedures 
 
  VP and VC movement activities mentioned in the previous section make use of 
several heuristic methods to achieve a satisfactory VP layout in terms of QoS. Three of these 
methods are essential for the developed algorithm. They are the procedures responsible for 
calculating the equivalent bandwidth values, searching for the existing or new route 
alternatives, and finding the idlest, i.e. least congested, physical path among these routes. In 
the following sections, these key procedures are explained in more detail. 
 
3.3.1.  Equivalent Bandwidth Calculations 
 
  The equivalent bandwidth c’k of an individual connection cij has only to be calculated 
once at the beginning of the algorithm according to Equation 2.3. Its mean mk and variance 
sk
2 can be calculated using the connection metric vector (Rpeak,k, rk, bk). They also have to be 
calculated just once. The equivalent bandwidths as well as the mean and variances of all the 
connections from Cij are computed by a preprocessor in the algorithm before the initialization 
phase. This is a strong property of the equivalent bandwidth concept since it does not require 
recalculations of these individual parameters concerning the QoS constraints on the 
connections. In other words, once these values are calculated, the main concern of the 
algorithm is to map various VPs onto the backbone network and assign them VCs so that the 
maximum link utilization is minimized.   15
 
  The equivalent bandwidth of a VP has to be recalculated whenever a change in the 
VC assignment of the VP occurs. These recalculations, however, are simple additions or 
subtractions done with the individual connection parameters  c’k, mk and sk
2 according to 
Equations 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6. The computational simplicity of performing these calculations 
gives the algorithm the chance to make them repetitively when trying various “what if” cases 
and checking different possibilities. 
 
  The amount of the occupied capacity of a physical link lij is merely the sum of all 
capacities of the VPs from  Pij. It also has to be recalculated when a change in one of the VPs 
from Pij occurs. 
 
3.3.2.  Search for the Best Alternate Route 
 
  When the algorithm has to find the best VP route for a VC  cij in terms of the 
congestion experienced in the underlying physical network, there are several possibilities. 
First of all, cij might have been assigned to some combination of VPs already. In this case, the 
task is to find an alternative to the existing route that improves the maximum congestion 
along the route of cij. If cij is not previously assigned to a route of VPs, the procedure only has 
to find a set of valid solutions and choose the best candidate among them. 
 
  In any case, the procedure first examines  P, the set of VPs, in order to find an 
existing VP which can carry the traffic of cij. If there is one, it is a candidate offering a one 
VP hop. Next, the best candidate for a two-hop solution with existing VPs is sought after. 
Then, other possible combinations are checked. Trying to combine one existing VP, which 
starts at the source node and ends at a pivot node, and a new VP, which starts at this pivot 
node and ends at the destination node, and vice versa, produce the third and fourth candidates. 
Finally, a completely new VP, connecting the source with the destination directly with one 
hop, is checked. The creation of a new VP involves decisions about its physical route, which 
are given by the idlest path procedure explained in the next section. 
 
  Once these five candidates are found, their maximum link utilization values are 
compared and the candidate offering the lowest value is selected as the best route, which is 
assigned as the new route for cij. In the case where two or more of the candidates offer the 
same amount of improvement, the use of existing VPs is always encouraged since it increases 
capacity sharing and therefore decreases call blocking probabilities. 
 
3.3.3.  Idlest Path Technique 
 
  The purpose of this procedure is to find the idlest physical route between a given 
source-destination pair and return the list of nodes as well as the maximum congestion on the 
path found. The main idea of the procedure is to assign each link a “length” that reflects its 
current congestion. The new VP is routed along the shortest path with respect to this length 
between the source and the destination nodes given. In other words, this procedure is based on 
a modified shortest path algorithm with three basic steps: (a) initializing the “lengths” of all 
links connecting the source with other nodes; (b) finding incrementally the “nearest” adjacent 
node to the current “idlest path tree”; (c) updating the idlest path tree and the “lengths” of 
remaining vertices. 
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  In the first step, the “lengths” of all nodes other than the source are calculated as 
follows. If there is a physical link between the source and a node, then the “length” of this 
connection is the utilization of the link; if not, it is 1, i.e. the maximum  utilization allowed. 
This way, the utilization is used as the cost of reaching from the source to a node. By 
assigning 1 to connections that do not have actual physical links, the procedure represents the 
fact that some nodes are not reachable from the source. 
 
  The second and third steps are repeated after each other until the idlest path tree is 
completed. In each iteration of these steps, the procedure selects the “closest” node to the 
idlest path tree and adds it to the tree. It updates the “lengths” of the connections to nodes not 
yet reached as follows. If the maximum utilization of the current tree is greater than the 
utilization of a new link, then the “cost” of using that link remains unchanged; if not, the 
“length” of the new link is replaced by the maximum utilization of the current tree. 
 
  During these steps, the procedure also makes a list of the nodes that make up the 
idlest path for the given source-destination pair. At the end of the procedure, this route 
information is returned to the calling procedure if it is feasible, i.e. the maximum link 
utilization of the route is less than 1. The pseudo-code for the procedure is given in Figure 2. 
 
 
Procedure: Idlest Path (Source,Destination;Nodelist) 
 
Phase 1: Initialization 
Mark Source reached; 
For all other nodes 
  Mark them not reached; 
  Assign Source as predecessor to them; 
  Compute utilizations from Source to them; 
Phase 2: Search 
Repeat 
  Find the node with minimum utilization which is not reached yet; 
  For the node found 
    Mark it current node; 
    Mark its utilization minimum utilization; 
    Mark it reached; 
  For all nodes not reached yet 
    Compute new utilization from current node to this node; 
    If utilization of this node > max(minimum utilization , new utilization) then 
      Utilization = max(minimum utilization , new utilization); 
      Assign current node as predecessor to this node; 
Until all nodes are reached; 
Create the Nodelist of the physical route by going over predecessors from Destination to Source; 
 
Figure 2. Pseudo-Code for the Idlest Path Procedure. 
 
 
 
4.  COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS 
 
  The heuristic design algorithm proposed in this study uses the equivalent bandwidth 
concept to guarantee a desired QoS, limits the maximum allowed number of VP hops to meet 
processing delay constraints and tries to optimize the network performance by minimizing the 
maximum link utilization under these conditions. There are no computational results or 
numerical examples achieved by using exactly the same formulation in the literature to 
compare the quality of the proposed algorithm directly. Moreover, a network large enough to   17
yield a non-trivial VP system is too large for an exhaustive search unless the number of VCs 
to be routed is limited, which is not a realistic approach since a traffic matrix is normally not 
sparse. In a network of four nodes and eight links, where there is only two possible routes for 
a VC, the solution set consists of 2
12 different solutions. Therefore, competitor algorithms are 
developed in order to evaluate the quality of the heuristic design algorithm results. The first 
competitor, which is called “Idlest Path Routing”, is a variation of the proposed heuristic 
design algorithm itself, where the initialization phase and the sorting of waiting VCs in the 
original algorithm are omitted. The solutions found by the heuristic design algorithm are also 
evaluated using statistical quality measures containing random elements, which are 
implemented as two additional competitors. These random search algorithms route arbitrarily 
chosen VCs on randomly selected combinations of physical links, disregarding all constraints 
concerning QoS like cell loss probability and delay. The idea is to see the quality of the 
heuristic design algorithm based on the distribution of the competitor results in the solution 
space and have a statistical notion about the goodness of the heuristic solutions. 
 
  The heuristic design algorithm is tested regarding four important criteria in the 
evaluation of a network design methodology. These are network size, network density, traffic 
type and traffic load. Varying the size and the density of a network gives an idea about the 
behavior of the algorithm in different physical network topologies. The network size and 
density are represented by the number of nodes and links in the network, respectively. 
Changing the type and the load of the network traffic shows the quality of the heuristic design 
algorithm under different traffic conditions. To simulate different traffic types, or patterns, 
and traffic loads on the network, several distributions and peak rate ranges of connection 
requests are used in the traffic demand matrices. 
 
4.1.  Demonstrative Example 
 
  The purpose of this section is to show a typical run of the heuristic design algorithm 
with the input, output and design variables. The model of the demonstration represents a 
sparse network with 8 nodes and 31 directed links. Two types of physical links according to 
their capacities are used. These are STS-3 and STS-12 links defined as 155.520 Mbps and 
622.080 Mbps, respectively. The offered traffic load in the network is shown in Table 2, 
which is obtained by scaling the results of a metropolitan area network simulation [10, 11, 12] 
such that the capacity limitations do not become a bottleneck for the demonstration. Table 2 
shows the Rpeak values of the traffic demands. 
 
 
Table 2. Offered Traffic Load Matrix (Mbps). 
 
s \ d  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8 
1    85.100  75.820  16.620  13.240  20.780  18.660  26.540 
2  79.080    112.500  22.740  18.620  20.640  21.820  19.720 
3  75.140  121.940    100.880  75.780  108.160  100.120  63.140 
4  18.160  22.640  100.640    51.060  52.860  24.860  12.840 
5  15.640  20.540  76.500  55.320    49.420  20.680  11.360 
6  20.900  30.420  111.940  61.860  48.820    60.480  20.980 
7  19.200  22.320  110.500  22.940  17.320  51.900    41.100 
8  26.000  20.400  74.400  13.480  11.700  20.560  51.220   
 
 
  The heuristic design algorithm is run on the given network topology with the offered 
traffic load and additional network parameters such as x=5 Mb, e =10
-5, h=2, ri=0.5 and   18
bi=100 ms. The algorithm creates a total of 45 VPs, which are listed in Table 3, and routes all 
56 VCs over these VPs. 
 
 
Table 3. VPs of the Network (bandwidths are in Mbps). 
 
VP #  VP Route 
(Nodes) 
VP 
Bandwidth 
  VP #  VP Route 
(Nodes) 
VP 
Bandwidth 
  VP #  VP Route 
(Nodes) 
VP 
Bandwidth 
1  1-3  298.810    16  5-4  117.170    31  8-5  62.910 
2  1-4  123.610    17  5-6  49.420    32  8-4-3  186.330 
3  1-6  199.920    18  5-7  96.750    33  3-7-5-1  100.880 
4  1-7  57.090    19  5-8  24.190    34  3-6-8-5-1  75.140 
5  1-8  19.720    20  6-1  20.900    35  6-8-5  61.860 
6  2-1  295.090    21  6-2  136.490    36  4-5-7-1  71.010 
7  3-7-5-4-2  121.940    22  6-7  60.480    37  6-1-4-5  48.820 
8  3-5  75.780    23  6-8  175.070    38  8-5-7  26.000 
9  3-6  171.290    24  7-1  155.690    39  5-7-8-2  0.000 
10  3-7  100.120    25  7-4  39.550    40  8-5-1  20.560 
11  4-2  22.640    26  7-4-5  17.320    41  1-7-5  31.850 
12  4-3  100.640    27  7-6  51.900    42  2-1-8  20.980 
13  4-5  88.750    28  7-8  41.100    43  5-1-4-2  20.540 
14  5-1  15.640    29  8-2  20.400    44  7-1-6-2  22.320 
15  5-3  76.500    30  8-4  13.480    45  1-4-5-8  26.540 
 
 
  The connection requests between each node pair, i.e. the VCs, are accommodated by 
either one VP or a combination of two VPs regarding the maximum link utilization 
encountered along the physical routes of each candidate path. The assignments of VPs to VCs 
are shown in Table 4. Thirty-six VCs are routed over single VPs and 20 VCs use routes made 
of two VPs. The average VP hop count for the VCs is 1.357, and 76 % of the assignments is 
to the VPs created in the initialization phase. This shows that the algorithm tends to use VPs 
with short physical routes in order to decrease the maximum link utilization, which is logical 
since short VP routes mean low resource usage as mentioned above. 
 
 
Table 4. VP - VC Assignments. 
 
s \ d  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8 
1    3-21  1  4-25  41  3  4  45 
2  6    6-1  6-2  6-41  6-3  6-4  6-5 
3  34  7    33-2  8  9  10  9-23 
4  36  11  12    13  36-3  13-18  13-19 
5  14  43  15  16    17  18  19 
6  20  21  23-32  35-16  37    22  21-42 
7  24  44  24-1  25  26  27    28 
8  38-24  29  32  30  31  40-3  31-18   
 
 
  After routing the VPs on the physical links, every link becomes loaded in the ratio of 
its u sed bandwidth allocated to one or more VPs over its total capacity. The maximum 
utilization of 0.519 is experienced on the link from node 3 to node 7, which is traversed by 3 
VPs. The average congestion is 0.354. The resulting link utilizations are shown in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Physical Link Utilizations after the VP Routing. 
 
s \ d  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8 
1      0.480  0.353    0.357  0.143  0.262 
2  0.508               
3    0.000      0.487  0.396  0.519   
4    0.265  0.461    0.406       
5  0.374    0.492  0.384    0.318  0.311  0.326 
6  0.448  0.255          0.389  0.502 
7  0.400      0.366  0.409  0.334    0.264 
8    0.033    0.321  0.396       
 
 
  The algorithm is demonstrated for a small size network. In what follows, 
comparisons are made with the competitors to show the quality of the results. Table 6 displays 
the maximum link utilization results of the random solutions and the idlest path routing 
solution in comparison with the result of the heuristic design algorithm. The “Best Result” 
row shows that the heuristic design algorithm finds a lower value than all its competitors for 
the maximum link utilization. The result achieved by the heuristic design algorithm is 1.54 % 
better than the best result of 10000 idlest path routing solutions. The performance difference 
grows when the heuristic design algorithm is compared to the random solution generators. 
 
 
Table 6. Comparison of the Maximum Link Utilizations for the Demonstrative Example. 
 
  Heuristic 
Design 
Algorithm 
Idlest Path 
Routing 
(10000 Runs) 
10000 Feasible 
Random 
Solutions 
10000 
Random 
Solutions 
Best Result  0.519  0.527  0.584  0.823 
Average Result  0.519  0.710  0.896  1.985 
Worst Result  0.519  1.000  1.000  4.023 
 
 
  Another advantage of the heuristic design algorithm in this case is that it can be used 
for obtaining VP assignments in real time because of its speed. Since the solution space is not 
very large in an 8-node network, it takes the heuristic design algorithm a few (namely, 13 for 
the example) iterations to find the result. The algorithm makes all necessary movements in the 
initial VP layout and quickly reaches a steady state, where no further improvement on the 
maximum link utilization is possible. On the other hand, the competitors have to make 10000 
consecutive trials to find a good solution and provide a reliable statistical quality measure. 
Figure 3 displays the distribution of the competitor solutions for the demonstrative example, 
where the heuristic design algorithm fits into the leftmost part of the graph since it achieves a 
maximum link utilization of 0.519. 
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Figure 3. Distribution of the Competitor Solutions. 
 
 
  The quality of the competitor results improves as intelligence replaces randomness. 
Figure 3 shows how the demonstration results shift from larger utilization values found by the 
random solutions towards smaller values achieved by idlest path routing. In other words, 
idlest path routing solutions are distributed among smaller utilization values than the solutions 
of the statistical quality measures. Therefore, in the next section, only those results are 
presented which compare the heuristic design algorithm with its closest competitor, idlest 
path routing. 
 
4.2.  Quality of Results 
 
  Two test criteria out of the four mentioned at the beginning of this chapter greatly 
effect the performance of the proposed algorithm. These are the network size and the traffic 
type. In the experiments, four different network sizes with 8, 16, 32 and 64 nodes are used. 
Within these networks, three different traffic types are simulated. The first traffic type is 
uniform, where the demand between nodes is uniformly distributed. The second type is called 
centralized traffic, where the demand to and from certain nodes (centers, or servers) is defined 
to be higher than the demand between others. For this traffic type, every 8
th node is defined as 
a new center in the network, making the total number of centers 1, 2, 4 and 8 for 8, 16, 32 and 
64 nodes, respectively. Finally, the third type builds communities of interest, where there are 
user groups in the network. The traffic between members within the same group is defined to 
be higher when compared to the traffic between members from different groups. In all of the 
four different cases regarding the network size, nodes build two interest groups of equal size, 
resulting in groups of 4, 8, 16 and 32 in 8, 16, 32 and 64 nodes, respectively. 
 
  In Figure 4 and Figure 5, the heuristic design algorithm is compared to the idlest path 
routing algorithm, which proves to be the best of the competitors in the tests, to show their 
behaviors when these network evaluation criteria are changed. In each of these figures, a 
positive value shows that the heuristic design algorithm outperforms the idlest path routing 
algorithm by a factor given by that normalized value, and a negative value means the 
opposite. The relation between the algorithm performance and the network size is shown in 
Figure 4, which is obtained as follows. First, the tests are grouped according to network size. 
Then, for each test within each group, the ratio of the difference between the maximum link 
utilizations of both algorithms over the maximum link utilization of the heuristic design   21
algorithm is computed. Finally, the average of these ratios is calculated for each of the four 
groups. In other words, Figure 4 shows the factor by which the maximum link utilization of 
the heuristic design algorithm is better than the minimum, meaning the best, maximum link 
utilization found by the idlest path routing algorithm. 
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Figure 4. Quality of HDA Solutions as the Network Size Changes. 
 
 
  Figure 4 shows that the idlest path routing algorithm has a slightly better 
performance in small networks consisting of 8 nodes. This is mainly because the solution 
space is small, giving a design algorithm with randomness a chance to search it thoroughly 
and find a better solution than an algorithm with certain engineering rules. It should be noted, 
however, that this chance is less than 3 %. On the other hand, the heuristic design algorithm is 
much faster than idlest path routing, since i t finds a good enough solution without making 
10000 trials. In addition, idlest path routing does not guarantee a better solution than that of 
the heuristic design algorithm in all cases since it contains random elements, whereas the 
heuristic design algorithm provides a high quality solution in all cases. Finally, as the network 
size gets larger, the solution space grows and a heuristic algorithm that tries to design a VP 
network systematically has a greater chance of finding a better solution than a random one. 
 
  The relation between the algorithm performance and the traffic type can be explained 
by the distribution principles associated with these traffic patterns. Figure 5 is obtained in a 
way similar to Figure 4 and shows again the factor by which the heuristic design algorithm is 
better than its closest competitor. For the traffic types used in this study, a trend towards 
improved performance is observed as the number of nodes in the network is increased. In 
addition, the maximum link utilization ratios point out that the heuristic design algorithm 
provides acceptable solutions for networks of variable size under these traffic conditions. On 
the other hand, the results also express that the traffic type has an impact on the algorithm 
performance. Specifically, the average of the results is 10 % for centralized traffic, 43 % for 
groups of interest, and 64 % for uniform traffic, showing that the performance of the heuristic 
design algorithm generally improves as the traffic imbalances fade. The algorithm behavior 
cannot be precisely predicted from these results for the traffic conditions not considered in 
this study. However, it can be argued that for the traffic types, which can be modeled as 
combinations of the three simulated in this study, similar results are to be expected. 
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Figure 5. Quality of HDA Solutions as the Traffic Type Changes. 
 
 
  The heuristic design algorithm sorts the connection requests in decreasing order 
according to their peak rates, which means that, under centralized traffic conditions, the traffic 
to and from the center is routed first over the least utilized path. Then the remaining requests 
are handled. However, because of the nature of the traffic at the center, several links become 
congested before the  optimization phase. Rerouting is also not as easy as with uniformly 
distributed traffic since the peak rate of the traffic from and to the center is too high to find an 
alternative route which has enough unallocated capacity. The idlest path routing algorithm, on 
the other hand, selects the connection requests to be routed at random. This way, it has a 
chance to find a better combination of assignments since the physical links are not overloaded 
at the very beginning of the routing process. In the case of c ommunities of interest, the 
performance difference is much better since the distribution of the traffic load is uniform in 
each of the four blocks in the traffic matrix. This results in a somewhat more balanced 
utilization of links than the centralized traffic type, at least between the members of the same 
group. Finally, under uniform traffic conditions, the performance difference is the highest 
because of the homogenous nature of the traffic demand. This way, the possibility of 
rerouting of the VPs from h ighly utilized paths to less utilized ones is high enough to find a 
good traffic distribution since no links are overloaded too early, even before the optimization. 
 
  In general, the quality of the results given by the heuristic design algorithm on 
medium  to large size networks is better than its competitors for communities of interest or 
uniform traffic, whereas it is acceptable for centralized traffic. For small size networks, the 
solutions are not as good as the competitors, but they are still acceptable and can be applied 
much quicker since the algorithm finishes within a few iterations whereas its competitors need 
10000 runs for better solutions. A slight decrease in the average number of VCs per VP is to 
be observed as the network size grows. However, the equivalent bandwidth concept still holds 
since it covers such cases, where a VP is assigned to only a few VCs, by its fluid-flow 
approximation. In the worst case, where a VP is assigned to just one VC, the equivalent 
bandwidth of the VP is very close t o the peak rate of the VC. In fact, the stationary 
approximation can only be advantageous as a result of statistical multiplexing gain if several 
VCs share a VP. 
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  Another point to mention is the computational complexity of the heuristic design 
algorithm. First of all, the key procedures are of O(N
2), where N is the number of nodes in the 
network. Besides, in worst case iterations, the algorithm checks all links, their VPs and VCs. 
So, the number of nodes and links are important factors that effect the duration of iterations in 
the algorithm. However, the duration of the iterations can still not be predicted. Iterations 
might finish quickly if an improvement can be made on a more utilized link since these links 
are handled before others. This is the case for the first iterations of the optimization phase. 
However, iterations take longer as the algorithm proceeds since improvements become rare 
and more links have to be checked to find one. 
 
 
5.  CONCLUSION 
 
  In this study, a method for designing the VP layout  of an ATM network, which 
makes possible the efficient use of the available bandwidth under QoS constraints, is 
proposed. The heuristic design algorithm applies the equivalent bandwidth approach to 
compute the capacity requirements of the connections such that a QoS defined by the cell loss 
probability is guaranteed. The algorithm tries to minimize the maximum link utilization by 
applying VP and VC routing techniques under processing delay constraints, which are 
represented by a maximum allowable number of VP hops for the VCs. Rerouting of a VP or a 
VC is decided on by comparing its current utilization with that of alternate routes. The 
utilization of a path is computed with the aid of "weights" assigned to each link to represent 
its congestion. The quality o f the solutions achieved by the heuristic design algorithm is 
compared to several competitors under varying network topologies and traffic conditions. The 
observations on the algorithm performance show that the developed method is able to 
facilitate an efficient use of network resources through the introduction of VPs. 
 
  According to Private Network-to-Network Interface (P-NNI) Phase 1 protocol 
defined by the ATM Forum, the VC routing scheme must ensure that a connection request is 
routed along a path that leads to the destination and has a high probability of meeting the QoS 
requested in the connection setup, that is, of traversing switches whose local CAC will not 
reject the call. In addition, the P-NNI protocol supports routing schemes where the initial 
node of a connection request determines the entire route to the final destination, since in these 
schemes it is relatively easy to decide on the path based on the requested QoS and the 
knowledge of the network state [23]. Thus, the VP/VC routing model proposed in this study is 
supported by P -NNI, since the heuristic design algorithm meets both of these necessary 
conditions. 
 
  Several issues have to be considered with the implementation of the proposed 
method in real-life networks. First of all, pure ATM networks are rare. In other words, today’s 
networks mainly have a hybrid structure consisting of ATM switches and cross-connect nodes 
on the backbone, and older technologies like Ethernet at the level of individual users to 
protect the existing investment in c ommercial networks. In these types of networks, the 
proposed method has to be applied on the backbone, where the ATM cross-connect nodes are 
the end-nodes of the network and the VPs are defined between them. Routing from the cross 
connect nodes to the actual user can be done locally. In terms of further work, the proposed 
algorithm can be implemented and tested in such a real network. 
 
  Another important implementation issue involves the handling of the case where new 
nodes or links are added to the backbone ATM network. In the current version of the   24
algorithm, the whole VP network has to be redesigned to find a high quality solution where 
the newly added nodes or links are taken into consideration. In small networks, where the 
algorithm can be used in real time environments as a result of its speed, this is not a case of 
major concern. However, in medium to large networks, an extension to the algorithm is 
needed to make incremental changes in the VP routing scheme, concerning especially the new 
nodes, to offer a temporary solution to be applied until the heuristic design algorithm gives 
the new VP layout. The initialization phase of the proposed algorithm can find a temporary 
solution by creating VPs on the links of these new nodes. It should also be noted that, for 
small networks, the idlest path routing algorithm introduced as a competitor to the proposed 
heuristic design algorithm in the previous chapter can be embedded in the original algorithm 
to make use of its probabilistic nature. Similarly, the failure of a node or link is a case where 
immediate action has to be taken. To handle the case of link failures, the heuristic design 
algorithm can be modified such that it applies the VP and VC movement techniques on the 
failed link to reroute its traffic. Since the time complexity of the algorithm comes from the 
process of looking for a link to improve its utilization and not from the search for an alternate 
route, a quick solution for the failed link can be achieved. Besides, the alternate routes do not 
have to be optimal to recover from link failures. In the case where a node fails, this procedure 
has to be repeated for every link connecting the failed node to the other nodes. 
 
  Different applications require different types of connections in ATM networks. In 
general, these are point-to-point, point-to-multipoint, and multipoint-to-multipoint 
connections. In terms of connection types, this study considers only point-to-point 
connections, where the connection is established between exactly two entities. Most current 
services fall into this category. However, multimedia applications are of increasing 
importance. Various multimedia applications involve a group of users and require point-to-
multipoint or multipoint-to-multipoint connections, such as video distribution and video 
conferencing. Some challenges to providing multimedia services in ATM are multiple call 
setup, synchronization of users, multipoint cell transfer, and synchronization of integrated 
applications. Managing the communication between a group of users is much more complex 
than point-to-point communications. In addition, the extension of existing point-to-point 
application models to characterize the integrated environment of a multimedia service is not a 
trivial task and has not yet been satisfactorily addressed in the literature. Therefore, point-to-
multipoint and multipoint-to-multipoint routing can be considered as future research issues 
for this study. 
 
  The equivalent bandwidth is an effective way to practically implement advanced 
network control functions because it provides a unified connection metric for network 
management. To further improve its accuracy, investigation of better approximations for b are 
necessary. The approach can also be used for satisfying call level QoS constraints like call 
blocking probability with assumptions of certain traffic conditions. Other issues concerning 
further work are reliability and recovery from failures. Secondary VPs can be created to 
backup every primary VP between two end nodes such that primary and secondary VPs are 
passed on completely disjoint physical paths to assure the network survivability. Since the 
heuristic design algorithm developed in this study does not guarantee an optimal solution, the 
degree of its optimality is a subject to investigate as another further research topic. 
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